Working together to transform protection against influenza

As a global leader in influenza prevention, we offer:

A FOCUS ON SOLUTIONS that support your immunization and business needs

INNOVATIVE VACCINE TECHNOLOGIES and a portfolio for people 6 months and older

ROBUST MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES across 3 continents

CONTACT US

flu360 | Support 855-358-8966
customerservice.us@seqirus.com
M-F, 9:00AM–8:00PM EDT/EST
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Thank you for your order! Please confirm that the product is OK to use.

Upon delivery, check both TransTracker® (C and F) to ensure product is OK to use.

1. **Check the TransTracker® (C)**
   - **FREEEmarker®**
     - OK to use: If the FREEEmarker® shows a **green dot** with a check mark, the product is **OK to use**.
     - DO NOT use: If the FREEEmarker® shows a **white dot**, the product has been exposed to low temperatures and is **not OK** to use.
   - **LIMITmarker®**
     - If the LIMITmarker® shows a **white dot**, the product is **OK to use**.

2. **Check the TransTracker® (F)**
   - **LIMITmarker® - F-A**
     - If the LIMITmarker® shows a **white dot**, the product has been exposed to **elevated temperatures** and is **not OK** to use.
     - If the LIMITmarker® shows a **green dot** with a check mark, the product is **OK to use**.
   - **FREEEmarker®**
     - If the FREEEmarker® shows a **white dot**, the product has been exposed to **low temperatures** and is **not OK** to use.

3. **Refrigerate**
   - Please refrigerate your product immediately.

Store product refrigerated at 2°C to 8°C (36°F to 46°F).¹⁻³

Do not freeze. 
Protect from light. 
Do not use after expiration date.

For questions or to reorder, please contact your representative or call flu360 | Support at 855-358-8966.

If product is **NOT OK** to use, **DO NOT USE**. Call flu360 | Support at 855-358-8966.